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There has been exponential growth in the number of
membrane protein structures determined. Neverthe-
less, these structures are usually resolved in the
absence of their lipid environment. Coarse-grained
molecular dynamics (CGMD) simulations enable
insertion of membrane proteins into explicit models
of lipid bilayers. We have automated the CGMD
methodology, enablingmembrane protein structures
to be identified upon their release into the PDB and
embedded into a membrane. The simulations are
analyzed for protein-lipid interactions, identifying
lipid binding sites, and revealing local bilayer defor-
mations plus molecular access pathways within the
membrane. The coarse-grained models of mem-
brane protein/bilayer complexes are transformed to
atomistic resolution for further analysis and simula-
tion. Using this automated simulation pipeline, we
have analyzed a number of recently determined
membrane protein structures to predict their loca-
tions within a membrane, their lipid/protein interac-
tions, and the functional implications of an enhanced
understanding of the local membrane environment of
each protein.
INTRODUCTION
Membrane proteins play a key role in the biology of the cell,
accounting for 25% of genes. The structural biology of mem-
brane proteins continues to progress, with the experimental
determination ofmore than 2,000 structures. However, in thema-
jority of cases determination of a membrane structure by X-ray
diffraction, solution nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), or,
more recently, single-particle electron cryomicroscopy (cryo-
EM) does not reveal the structure of protein in a membrane, but
rather in a crystal lattice (albeit sometimes with lipids or deter-
gents bound) or in a micelle or bicelle. Although structural data
on the lipid interactions of membrane proteins are available (Kill-
ian and von Heijne, 2000; Lee, 2011; Palsdottir and Hunte, 2004),1350 Structure 23, 1350–1361, July 7, 2015 ª2015 The Authorsin the face of an exponential growth of the number of determined
structures, there is a pressing need for computationalmethods to
provide a general and accurate approach tomodelingmembrane
protein/lipid bilayer interactions.
There are a number of methods, especially electron micro-
scopy from two-dimensional crystals and solid-state NMR,
which enable exploration of membrane proteins in their native
membrane environment. It is also possible to use computational
approaches to locate and orient amembrane protein relative to a
simplified model of a lipid bilayer membrane environment, e.g.,
OPM (Lomize et al., 2012) and PDBTM (Kozma et al., 2013).
However, these latter approaches do not generally include
explicit lipidmolecules, but rathermodel a bilayer as a hydropho-
bic slab of fixed dimensions. In the context of advances in our
knowledge of membrane lipidomics (Coskun and Simons,
2011), it is important to develop accurate and reliable computa-
tional approaches that treat the lipid bilayer environment explic-
itly. This is of especial importance, as a number of experimental
(Drachmann et al., 2014) and computational (Arnarez et al., 2013)
studies have highlighted the structural and functional importance
of the individual lipid molecules in the local environment of a
membrane protein.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations allow the in silico recon-
stitution of membrane proteins into a bilayer environment. In
particular, coarse-grained (CG) MD simulations (in which groups
of 4 atoms are represented by a single particle or bead) allow
one to self-assemble a lipid bilayer around a given membrane
protein (Bond and Sansom, 2006; Marrink and Tieleman, 2013;
Scott et al., 2008). This can be combined with conversion to
atomistic (AT) resolution to enable more detailed MD simulations
of, e.g., conformational dynamics in relation to function (Stans-
feld and Sansom, 2011). It is therefore timely to develop a
high-throughput simulation methodology to apply to all deter-
mined structures of membrane proteins.
Here, we describe a robust and accurate protocol for
systematically identifying membrane protein structures in the
PDB (Berman et al., 2000) and for embedding them in an explicit
phosphatidylcholine (PC) bilayer. This enables determination of
the dynamic interactions of membrane proteins with a lipid
bilayer. All data produced by this automated pipeline are depos-
ited online. A number of examples of the utility of simulated lipid-
protein interactions are explored, providing insights into the
relationship between membrane protein structure and function.
Figure 1. The MemProtMD Pipeline for Inserting Membrane Proteins into Bilayers
The first step is to detect the protein structures from the PDB, here shown for the P2X4 receptor (PDB: 4DW0, trimeric biological assembly as annotated in the
PDB). The second is to set up a lipid, water, and protein simulation system. CG simulations are then run (1 ms duration) to assemble and equilibrate a bilayer
around each membrane protein structure. The CG simulation system is then converted to atomic resolution, allowing detailed analysis of lipid bilayer/protein
interactions. See also Figure S1.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
An Automated High-Throughput Pipeline for Membrane
Proteins
MemProtMD provides a high-throughput computational pipeline
for (re-)insertion of membrane protein structures into a detailed,
atomic resolution model of their membrane environment. The
whole process is automated, from the detection of membrane
protein structures in the PDB upon its release, through prepara-
tion and running of CGMD simulations to their subsequent anal-
ysis, conversion to ATMD models, and deposition in the freely
and publicly accessible MemProtMD database (http://sbcb.
bioch.ox.ac.uk/memprotmd; Figure 1). The latter currently
makes available both CG and AT models of the protein
embedded in a phospholipid bilayer.
For the existing PDB, a keyword search for ‘‘membrane’’ iden-
tifies approximately 8,000 structures. However, many of these
structures are of extra-membranous domains of integral mem-
brane proteins, lacking the transmembrane (TM) portion, or are
of peripheral proteins that have a degree of membrane associa-
tion. Furthermore, it was apparent that this simple keyword
search misses many well-known integral membrane protein
structures. We therefore designed methods for the detection of
a-helical and b-barrel membrane proteins instead of a keyword
search.
For membrane proteins with a-helical TM domains, we use
Octopus (Viklund and Elofsson, 2008) to predict TM helices
based on the sequence of the protein, followed by a check to
see if the TM elements in the structure are indeed a-helical and
membrane accessible (Figure S1A). For possible b-barrel mem-
brane proteins the length, accessibility to themembrane, and hy-
drophobicity (based on an OMPLA-derived hydrophobicity
scale; Moon and Fleming, 2011) of the b strands is used to iden-
tify integral membrane proteins (Figure S1B). Combining these
two methods captured a dataset of 2,294 integral membrane
proteins, 320 of which were not present in the 8,000 proteins
identified on the basis of the ‘‘membrane’’ keyword search alone
(April 2015). To the best of our knowledge, this captures the vast
majority of integral membrane protein structures, with false neg-atives forming less than 1% of the structures, as estimated by
cross-referencing with the other online repositories (OPM,
mpstruc, and PDBTM). A similar value is observed for false-pos-
itive structures, which are also eliminated during the quality con-
trol step (see below).
By using this approach, newly released membrane protein
structures are identified upon their weekly release from the
PDB. Simulation setup and an initial 0.1 ms of CGMD simulation,
to embed the protein in a solvated bilayer, are ready within a few
hours of release of the coordinates. This also acts as a quality
control step, with systems that do not correctly assemble
flagged for attention. This is observed as either a failure of the
protein to insert or as irregular bilayer formation. This process
can also identify false positives from the PDB screening
procedure.
At the end point of a 1 ms simulation, a well-sampled model of
the protein/bilayer/solvent interactions is returned from our local
cluster for subsequent analysis and deposition. Of the identified
structures, 2,219 are complete. This equates to more than 2 ms
of total simulation time. At present, approximately 50 structures
(2%of the total dataset) have not reached the end point of their
1 ms simulation.
Within the 2,294 identified structures there are 1,991 a-helical
and 303 b-barrel proteins in MemProtMD, corresponding to
503 a-helical and 125 b-barrel unique membrane protein struc-
tures (Figure 2A; Figure S2). This updates the 533 unique struc-
tures, as annotated by mpstruc (http://blanco.biomol.uci.edu/
mpstruc/) (White, 2009). Each entry in the dataset provides the
coordinates of the first biological assembly in the PDB of the pro-
tein embedded in a PC lipid bilayer in both CG and AT represen-
tations (Figure 2B). The CG simulations associated with each
entry (1 ms of CGMD in a bilayer) provide the basis for initial anal-
ysis of the protein/lipid interactions of a givenmembrane protein.
Such interactions may also provide insights into membrane pro-
tein function, especially when a protein is known to interact with
lipid-like ligands. Each entry also provides an initial setup for
more detailed ATMD simulations to explore conformational dy-
namics of membrane proteins in relation to their mechanism of
action. As awhole, the dataset provides the basis formore globalStructure 23, 1350–1361, July 7, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 1351
Figure 2. A Database of Membrane Proteins in Phospholipid
Bilayers
(A) Snapshots of the final (i.e., 1 ms) configurations of 2,294membrane proteins
in a phospholipid (PC) bilayer.
(B) Zoomed-in representation of the 5-HT3 ligand-gated ion channel (PDB:
4PIR; pentameric asymmetric unit and biological assembly) in a PC bilayer.
Lipid headgroups are shown as spheres representing the choline (blue),
phosphate (red), and glycerol (yellow) particles of the CG model. See also
Figure S2.
Figure 3. Identifying Lipid Interaction Sites
Lipid binding sites for three membrane proteins, identified as regions with a
high frequency of occurrence of the phosphate particles of PC molecules. In
each case the corresponding crystal structure and MemProtMD simulation
snapshot are shown on the left- and right-hand side, respectively. The relative
dimensions and redness of the densities reflect the frequency of binding, with
those sites that are repeatedly sampled larger in size and redder in color.
(A) Aquaporin Aqp0 (PDB: 3M9I) comparing the phosphorus atoms of the
headgroups of the experimentally resolved PE lipids (orange spheres) with the
phosphate particles from a CG simulation in a PC bilayer. While the phosphate
binding sites agree well with the cryo-EM structures (as indicated by the
arrows), the phosphates show preference for some sites over others, with a
number of the more prominent sites residing at and either side of the subunit
interfaces. Note that the biological assembly in the PDB is octameric, so the
biological tetramer was regenerated using PISA. See also Figure S5.
(B) Cardiolipin molecules bound to the ADP/ATP carrier (AAC; PDB: 4C9G)
compared with phosphates from a CG simulation. The level to which the
phosphates bind reflects the composition of the binding site and suggests the
most favorable interactions with pseudo-subunit X, then Y, then Z. Both yeast
and bovine homologs of AAC show differences in the phosphate densities for
each binding site.
(C) A Kir3.2 channel structure (PDB: 3SYA; tetrameric biological assembly from
the PDB) with four bound molecules of a short-tail analog of PIP2, again
compared with phosphates from a CG simulation.analyses of membrane protein/bilayer interactions, including the
propensities of each amino acid side-chain type to be located at
a given position relative to the bilayer. In turn, local deviations
from the global average distribution of side chains can provide
pointers to key functional and structural aspects of the structure
and function of themembrane protein. Finally, simulations based
on individual entries may aid in evaluation and refinement of
membrane protein structures.
Identifying Lipid and Lipid-like Ligand Binding Sites
MemProtMD allows one to use simulation data to identify prefer-
ential lipid interaction sites on the surface of the protein. This can
be done is by analyzing the relative frequency (i.e., an estimate of
the probability) that a certain lipid CG-particle type occurs in a
given region in the vicinity of the protein. To compare these
predictions experimentally, we have selected three examples
(Figure 3).
The first example is the simplest in terms of lipids, and con-
cerns the aquaporin Aqp0 for which a high-resolution electron
diffraction structure is available, which resolves a full shell of
annular phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) lipids (Hite et al., 2010).1352 Structure 23, 1350–1361, July 7, 2015 ª2015 The Authors
In a previous simulation study of aquaporins (Stansfeld et al.,
2013), we have shown that simulations using the lipid species
present in the crystal reproduce the experimentally observed
annulus. Here, we test whether simulations embedding the
Aqp0 tetramer (PDB: 3M9I) in a simple PC lipid bilayer as used
in MemProtMD can also correctly identify the lipid headgroup
interaction sites. The results (Figure 3A) show that, indeed, the
Aqp0 annular shell can be correctly predicted. Furthermore, dis-
playing the regions with highest probability of occurrence of the
headgroup phosphate of an interacting PC molecule reveals a
close correspondence between these and the locations of the
phosphate groups of bound PE molecules in the crystal struc-
ture. Thus, CGMD simulations with MemProtMD using PC
molecules are able to correctly predict the sites of bound PE
molecules. One should note that the PC and PE headgroups
differ in that the primary amine group of the latter is available
as an H-bond donor to the protein structure.
A more complex example of a bound lipid is provided by car-
diolipin (CL; 1,3-bis(sn-30-phosphatidyl)-sn-glycerol), which has
two phosphates in a headgroup shared between four acyl tails,
and hence has a net charge of 2, and which binds to the mito-
chondrial ADP/ATP carrier (AAC). The structure of the AAC has
six TM helices arranged in a 3-fold pseudo-symmetrical
fashion, with three bound CL molecules. Simulations using
MemProtMD with either the yeast (PDB: 4C9G; Figure 3B) (Ru-
precht et al., 2014) or the bovine (PDB: 1OKC) (Pebay-Peyroula
et al., 2003) AAC reveal a high probability for the (phosphates
of) PC molecules at the three binding sites for CL. Closer in-
spection shows that two high-probability phosphate interaction
sites are seen, corresponding to the two phosphates of the CL
molecule. Thus the zwitterionic PC of the simulations can reveal
the binding sites of the di-anionic CL molecules. It can also
reveal the relative affinity of each site, with the binding site in
the first pseudo-subunit for both organisms revealing the high-
est density. This appears to be controlled by the sequence
composition of each site. For the bovine AAC there is one
high and two medium-affinity sites, while the yeast AAC has
high-, medium-, and low-affinity sites. The high-affinity site ap-
pears to be conferred by an arginine at the N-terminal end of
the second TM helix. The medium-affinity site has either a
lysine or glutamine at this site, while the low-affinity site in
the yeast structures appears to be modulated by a neighboring
aspartate (Asp266) residue at the N-terminal end of the amphi-
pathic helix.
The third example concerns a more complex anionic lipid,
namely PIP2 (phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate), the head-
group of which has a charge of 5 (if one assumes all phos-
phates to be ionized). Four PIP2 molecules (with truncated acyl
chains) have been observed bound to the crystal structure of
the tetrameric potassium channel Kir3.2 (Whorton and MacKin-
non, 2013). In previous studies we have shown that simulations
in the presence of PIP2 molecules are able to identify these
four binding sites (Schmidt et al., 2013; Stansfeld et al., 2009).
Using MemProtMD we observe that the high-probability phos-
phate particle sites correspond almost exactly to the ex-
perimentally determined locations of the bound PIP2 molecules
(Figure 3C). Thus, simulations using simple PC lipids are able
to predict the likely binding sites of the considerably more com-
plex PIP2 lipids.Having shown that the MemProtMD methods can detect the
phosphate interaction sites of more complex phospholipids
binding to membrane proteins, we note that comparable ana-
lyses of the simulation dataset in terms of probability of occur-
rence of choline, glycerol, and lipid tail beads can also be used
to predict novel potential lipid binding sites on a wide range of
membrane protein structure for which lipid-occupied (or deter-
gent-occupied) electron density is not resolved in available crys-
tal structures. A more demanding test is whether MemProtMD
simulations are able to reveal interactions in which the lipid mol-
ecules may be considered as lipids as proxies for lipid-like sub-
strates and/or ligands important in the functional activity of
membrane proteins. We illustrate this with three examples, two
of enzymes and one of a lipid scramblase (Figure 4).
Closely interacting lipids can be identified either by taking the
averaged lipid densities from the simulations or by inspecting the
final 1-ms simulation snapshot. The first example is provided by
the recently determined structure of CDP-DAG synthetase
(PDB: 4Q2E), an enzyme central to the biogenesis of lipids.
The binding site for phosphatidic acid at the active site this
enzyme was suggested on the basis of its structure (Liu et al.,
2014), but bound substrate or related ligands were not resolved
in the crystal structure. From the MemProtMD simulations, one
can identify close interactions of PC molecules with both pro-
posed active sites of the dimeric enzyme. Both the headgroups
and tails of the PC molecules fit tightly into the concave surface
of the proposed binding site (Figure 4A).
The second example reveals a potentially more dynamic inter-
action between lipid and protein, suggesting the likely pathway
for protein-induced lipid flip-flop across the membrane. This in-
volves the interaction between PC lipids and the TMEM16A lipid
scramblase (PDB: 4WIS and 4WIT). From the simulations, we are
able to observe lipid headgroup interaction sites along the previ-
ously hypothesized TM surface of the protein (Figure 4B) (Brun-
ner et al., 2014). Furthermore, the simulations reveal dynamic
exchange of lipids between leaflets with approximately 15 lipids
moving from the outer to the inner leaflet in 1 ms (PDB: 4WIS).
Another example of an integral membrane enzyme is provided
by the membrane protease ZMPSTE24 (PDB: 4AW6) (Quigley
et al., 2013). This catalyzes the cleavage of a peptide farnesy-
lated at a cysteine residue, thus allowing the peptide to
be partially inserted into the membrane. The structure of
ZMPSTE24 consists of a seven TM helical barrel surrounding a
water-filled intramembrane chamber, which is capped by a
zinc metalloprotease domain such that the catalytic site faces
into the aqueous chamber. Examination of the structure revealed
fenestrations between TM helices M5 and M6, and between M1
and M2, which were suggested as likely entry and exit routes,
respectively, for the farnesylated peptide. MemProtMD simula-
tions of ZMPSTE24 reveal that the lipid tails intercalate between
the helices that frame the proposed entry pathway, suggesting
that the peptide may be targeted into the intramembrane cham-
ber by the lipid-modified cysteine (Figure S3A).
Local Distortions of the Lipid Bilayer Membrane
Using an explicit lipid (and hence flexible) bilayer in the
MemProtMD simulations allows one to characterize possible
local membrane deformations induced by an inserted integral
membrane protein. This is not readily achievable with aStructure 23, 1350–1361, July 7, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 1353
Figure 4. Interaction Sites for Lipid-like Ligands
(A) The CDP-DAG synthetase (PDB: 4Q2E; dimeric asymmetric unit and bio-
logical assembly in the PDB) is involved in a crucial step within the lipid
biogenesis pathway. The crystal structures were resolved without bound lipid
(gray surface). Here we propose the binding orientation of PC lipids (yellow
spheres) to the active site (red surface). While this is not the native substrate or
product for this enzyme, the binding reveals the overall orientation of lipid
binding to the site.
(B) The fungal TMEM16 scramblase (PDB: 4WIS; dimeric asymmetric unit and
biological assembly in the PDB) is responsible for permitting lipid flip-flop from
one leaflet to the other. MemProtMD is able to predict lipid interaction sites
within the permeation pathway, here illustrating five PC lipids (yellow sticks). In
this case, not only do we observe lipid binding but also lipid migration, with
approximately 15 lipids flipping from one leaflet to the other. Both structures
illustrate a snapshot of the lipid binding after 1 ms. Phosphate atoms of the PC
lipids are shown as orange spheres.continuum model. The thickness of the (unperturbed) PC bilayer
used in our CG simulations, measured from phosphate particle
to phosphate particle, is 39.9 ± 0.6 A˚. For about 75%of themem-
brane protein structures only minor (<2 A˚) local deformations,1354 Structure 23, 1350–1361, July 7, 2015 ª2015 The Authorspredominantly thinning, of the simple PC bilayer are observed.
However, for a number of proteins local deformation of the
bilayer is observed and is likely to be of structural and/or func-
tional importance.
In the case of the bacterial OMPs there is generally a degree of
bilayer/protein mismatch, as the PC bilayer used in MemProtMD
is thicker than that of a typical bacterial outer membrane (Piggot
et al., 2011; Pogozheva et al., 2013). Thus, the PC bilayer usually
thins to 34.6 ± 1.4 A˚ in the annular shell of an OMP to compen-
sate for the lipid/protein mismatch. A clear example of this is
seen for the outer membrane porin AlgE (PDB: 4AZL) (Tan
et al., 2014) (Figure S3B). From this it is evident that the bilayer
can readily deform to accommodate the relatively rigid OMP
structure.
An example of a functionally important bilayer deformation is
provided by the enzyme diacylglycerol kinase (DgkA; PDB:
3ZE5). For DgkA it is important that the active site of the enzyme
is within the lipid headgroup region, so that the substrate diacyl-
glycerol may be phosphorylated to yield phosphatidic acid (Li
et al., 2013). This location is maintained by amphipathic a helices
that anchor the protein to the cytoplasmic leaflet of the bilayer. In
turn, this may lead to a partial (and asymmetric) mismatch be-
tween the protein and the bilayer at the opposite (periplasmic)
surface of the membrane (Figure 5A), such that overall the mem-
brane deforms by 3–4 A˚. As this enzyme is stimulated by osmotic
stress (Badola and Sanders, 1997), it is conceivable that the
enzymemay bemodulated in response to changes inmembrane
thickness.
In other cases, local bilayer distortions may indicate a key
mechanistic involvement. For the human ABC transporter
ABCB10 (Shintre et al., 2013) in an inward-facing conformation
(PDB: 4AYX), the analysis of the lipid bilayer shows protein-
induced deformation revealing a pathway adopted by lipids as
they leave the bilayer and partition into the cavity of the ABC
transporter (Figure 5B). This appears to be determined by the
lipid headgroup, which interacts with the hydrophilic central cav-
ity. Similar partitioning events occur for other ABC transporters,
including those in the outward-facing state, e.g., Sav1866 (Daw-
son and Locher, 2006). It is likely that the observed pathways are
linked to the proposed lipid flippase or drug-efflux activity of
such transporters (van Meer et al., 2006). Lipid partitioning into
the central cavity is also observed for the P-glycoprotein (PgP)
structures (Jin et al., 2012; Li et al., 2014; Ward et al., 2013).
However, with the Caenorhabditis elegans PgP structure (PDB:
4F4C), an N-terminal helical hairpin blocks one of the lateral
openings and, therefore, a lipid pathway is only apparent from
one side of the transporter. Furthermore, the partitioning into
mouse PgP structures appears to be determined by the lipid
tails, which interact with the hydrophobic cavity; therefore, for
these structures the lipids do not flip within the cavity.
Rules for Membrane Proteins
TheMemProtMDdataset can also be analyzed to provide amore
global description of protein/bilayer interactions, yielding the
probabilities of occurrence of amino acid side chains with
respect to the bilayer (Figure 6; Figure S4). This extends previous
analyses (Baeza-Delgado et al., 2013; Yarov-Yarovoy et al.,
2006) to a significantly larger unique dataset. As expected the
hydrophobic residues, Phe, Ile, Val, and Leu, are all found within
Figure 5. Local Distortions of the Lipid Bilayer
Local distortions of the bilayer induced by membrane proteins may be
analyzed by evaluating the positions of the phosphate headgroups of the lipids
over the course of the simulations. The extent to which the bilayer deforms can
then be compared against the standard DPPC bilayer thickness of 40 A˚. The
deformations are shown as a mesh on a red-white-blue scale, with points
greater than 20 A˚ from the midplane of the bilayer being colored on a blue
gradient and those that are less than 20 A˚ colored on a red scale.
(A) For the enzyme DgkA (PDB: 3ZE5; trimeric asymmetric unit and biological
assembly in the PDB), amphipathic helices anchor the protein to one (cyto-
plasmic) leaflet of the bilayer, such that local distortions are limited to the
opposite leaflet.
(B) The ABC transporter ABCB10 (PDB: 4AYX; dimeric biological assembly in
the PDB) locally perturbs the bilayer such that lipids enter the central core of
the protein, suggestive of a proposed pathway for lipid flip-flop catalyzed by
related ABC transporters. See also Figure S3.the core of the membrane. Charged and larger polar residues
(Arg, Lys, Asp, Asn, Glu, Gln) are found at the membrane/water
interface, with Arg and Lys found with a higher frequency at
the cytosolic interface than the outer leaflet, conforming with
the positive-inside rule (Heijne, 1986) for a-helical membrane
proteins. Small polar side chains (Ser, Thr) are found at boththe interfaces and within the bilayer, the latter presumably re-
flecting their ability to form intra- and inter-helix H bonds within
the hydrophobic core (Eilers et al., 2000). Tyr, His, and, most
notably, Trp residues are observed at the boundary between
the hydrophobic core and headgroup region of the bilayer, re-
flecting their role in anchoring membrane proteins within mem-
branes (Landolt-Marticorena et al., 1993). Glycine residues are
found throughout the bilayer, reflecting their roles in mediating
TM helix packing (Russ and Engelman, 2000). Prolines also
occur with high frequency within the bilayer, consistent with their
formation of TM helix kinks of structural and functional impor-
tance. These rules for residue localization are also relevant to
TM helix recognition and membrane insertion by the translocon
(Cymer et al., 2015).
These distributions provide global averages for residue occur-
rencewithin a bilayer, and so can aid efforts inmembrane protein
modeling (Kelm et al., 2010; Nugent and Jones, 2012). They also
can be used to flag, e.g., polar side chains with an unusual
location relative to the bilayer (Figure 7), which are of possible
functional and/or structural importance. For example, one may
identify polar and charged residues within the hydrophobic
core of the membrane. In some cases (Figures 7A and 7B) these
correspond to Arg and Lys residues, the terminal charged
groups of which snorkel toward the phosphate headgroups of
the lipids, aided by local deformation of the membrane around
such sites. However, there are also charged/polar residues
that are located in the core of the bilayer. For ionizable residues
this may indicate either an altered pKa and/or protein-protein in-
teractions within the membrane.
For example, Lys288 in TM7 of LeuT (PDB: 4MM8) is found in
the central hydrophobic region of the hydrophobic bilayer,
exposed to the lipid tails and at a point too distant from the inter-
face to initiate snorkeling (Figure 7A). Functional studies indicate
that a K288A mutant has enhanced transport activity (Piscitelli
et al., 2010), while other computational studies highlight mem-
brane deformation, water permeation, and unfavorable contacts
induced by the wild-type Lys288 (Mondal et al., 2013). Two other
basic residues, Lys196 and Arg453, have their amino acid back-
bone trapped within the hydrophobic core, but their side chains
are able to escape by snorkeling to the membrane interface,
which in turn exhibits a degree of local thinning. The melibiose
transporter (MelB) (PDB: 4M64) also has a polar side chain
exposed to the hydrophobicmembrane core (Asn58) (Figure 7B).
A previous study of this residue has revealed that it is important
for Na+-stimulated galactoside transport (Franco and Wilson,
1996). However, a further membrane-exposed residue on the
same helix, Arg52, is able to escape the hydrophobic core by
snorkeling to the interface and inducing local membrane defor-
mation. Initial examination of the calcium ATPase (SERCA) struc-
ture suggested that the surrounding membrane could be as thin
as 21 A˚ (Lee, 2002). This was principally due to the position of
Lys972 in TM10 (PDB: 4BEW). However, MemProtMD simula-
tions suggest that this residue is not located near the water/
bilayer interface.While there are some local membrane deforma-
tions, none is substantial enough to allow the Lys972 side chain
to avoid exposure to the hydrophobic core of the bilayer. This
leads us to speculate it may have a key functional role, possibly
via interaction with other (protein) components of the native
membrane.Structure 23, 1350–1361, July 7, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 1355
Figure 6. Amino Acid Distributions
Frequencies of occurrence of membrane-interacting amino acid side chainswithin the TMdomains ofmembrane proteins. The data are shownwith respect to the
bilayer for all unique a-helical membrane proteins, with themidplane of the bilayer marked as zero and the headgroup regionmarked by gray lines. In all instances
the cytoplasmic side of the membrane (In) relates to the negative distance from the bilayer center of mass. See also Figure S4.Such out-of-place residues are not only found in a-helical TM
proteins. The voltage-dependent anion channel (VDAC) porin,
found in the outer membrane of mitochondria, has a glutamate
residue (Glu73) on the surface of its b-barrel TM domain that
points directly into the hydrophobic core of the surrounding
bilayer (PDB: 4C69) (Choudhary et al., 2014). Experimental
studies reveal that this residue is important for hexokinase-I
mediated gating and apoptosis inhibition (Zaid et al., 2005),
and has a functional role in the dynamics of the protein (Bayr-
huber et al., 2008; Villinger et al., 2010). Computational studies
usingpKa calculations indicate that this residue is likely to bepro-
tonated when embedded in amembrane (Zachariae et al., 2012).
Refining Membrane Protein Structures within
Membranes
Not all membrane protein structures are determined at high res-
olution, and despite advances in the use of novel methods, e.g.,
lipidic cubic phases to obtain better diffracting crystals (Caffrey,
2015), this may continue to be the case, especially as more
membrane protein structures are determined by single-particle
cryo-EM (Liao et al., 2014). One possible problem in interpreta-
tion of medium-resolution structural data for membrane proteins
is that of inaccuracies in the register of TM helices (Cross et al.,
2013). The simulation approach used in MemProtMD can be
used to identify, and in some cases remedy, such issues, thus
providing a role for simulations in aiding the refinement of mem-
brane protein structures within a bilayer.1356 Structure 23, 1350–1361, July 7, 2015 ª2015 The AuthorsAn example is provided by two structures (4OH3 at 3.25 A˚ res-
olution, and 4CL4 at 3.7 A˚) of the same membrane protein, the
plant nitrate transporter NRT1.1 (Parker and Newstead, 2014;
Sun et al., 2014). The individual subunits of the structures were
nearly identical except for TM12, the register of which differs be-
tween the two structures by one helix turn (Figure 8). Both struc-
tures were simulated and analyzed by MemProtMD followed by
subsequent 100-ns AT simulations. Helix TM12 of 4OH3 re-
mained stable (Figure 8A; average TM12 helix Ca root-mean-
square deviation [RMSD] 2.7 A˚) throughout the simulation,
whereas for 4CL4 the position of TM12 within the membrane
altered rapidly (within the first 10 ns), suggestive of conforma-
tional instability (Ca RMSD 5.8 A˚). More detailed examination
(Figure 8B) revealed an outward helix shift relative to the bilayer
during the simulation of 4CL4. Evaluation of the membrane inter-
actions of TM12 in the 4CL4 simulation reveals that Asn555
forms a number of contacts with the lipid tails, while this residue
is more shielded from the membrane in 4OH3. We also consid-
ered the exposure of the six aromatic (Trp and Tyr) residues,
which flank either end of the TM12 helix. In 4OH3, four of the
six residues are exposed to themembrane, with the other two in-
teracting with the core of the protein. In contrast, in 4CL4 only
two of these residues make direct lipid interactions, therefore
reducing the extent by which the helix is anchored in the mem-
brane. Refinement of TM12 in the 4CL4 structure in light of this
simulation-derived information leads to amore stable TM12 helix
in 100 ns of MD simulation (Ca RMSD 2.8 A˚). The refined models
Figure 7. Unexpected Residue Locations
(A–D) The observed frequencies of occurrence of residues relative to a bilayer
(see Figure 6) may be used as a guideline to identify residues in unusual
locations within the membrane. In many instances where residues appear
misplaced, bilayer deformations and/or snorkeling of side chains occurs to
accommodate charged amino acids within the bilayer (shown as yellow
spheres). In some other cases the residue (shown as red spheres) is buried
deeply within the bilayer and so is unlikely to be accommodated by such
mechanisms. Examples are shown for (A) Lys288 in LeuT (PDB: 4MM8;
monomeric biological assembly-1 in the PDB), while Lys196 and Arg453 are
able to snorkel; (B) Asn58 in MelB (PDB: 4M64; monomeric biological as-
sembly in the PDB), while Arg52 can escape the hydrophobic core; (C) Lys 972
in SERCA (PDB: 4BEW; monomeric biological assembly in the PDB); and (D)
Glu 73 in VDAC1 (PDB: 4C69; monomeric biological assembly in the PDB). In
each case the considered protein is monomeric.
Figure 8. Refining Membrane Protein Structures within Membranes
Two structures and associated simulations (see main text for details) are
shown for the MFS transporter NRT1.
(A) A higher-resolution structure (PDB: 4OH3), showing little change in the
conformation of TM12 (in blue) on simulation. Both a tyrosine (*1) and a tryp-
tophan (*2) interact with the headgroups of the lipid bilayer, potentially
anchoring the helix.
(B) A lower-resolution structure (PDB: 4CL4), showing a (partial) change in
register of TM12 (with the red arrows indicating the positions of the helix before
and after in the simulation). Only a tyrosine (*1) interacts with the membrane in
this helix register.of PDB: 4CL4, 4CL5 have been updated in the PDB, with new
accession numbers PDB: 5A2N, 5A2O, respectively.
Conclusions and Future Directions
MemProtMD provides a pipeline for re-embedding membrane
protein structures in lipid bilayers, allowing their lipid/protein in-
teractions and related properties to be examined in detail, both
for individual proteins and more globally. Comparisons of, e.g.,
predicted phospholipid interactions of selected proteins agree
well with available crystal structures. Initial uptake of
MemProtMD by the structural biology community has been
very promising, via a number of collaborative studies of mem-
brane proteins: ZMPSTE24 (Quigley et al., 2013); the TatA and
TatC proteins of the twin-arginine translocase (Rodriguez et al.,
2013; Rollauer et al., 2012); ABCB10 (Shintre et al., 2013); an
outer membrane protein, LptDE (Dong et al., 2014); membrane
enzyme DgkA (Li et al., 2013); an MFS transporter (CHL1/
NRT1) (Parker and Newstead, 2014); and an outer membrane
porin (AlgE) (Tan et al., 2014). In all cases the simulations pro-vided structural and/or mechanistic insights, suggesting that
this approach can be a useful addition to experimental studies
of membrane proteins.
In addition to the simulation and protein/lipid interaction anal-
ysis functionalities of MemProtMD described above, a range ofStructure 23, 1350–1361, July 7, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 1357
other analyses is available online. These include details of pre-
dicted lipid binding sites, local bilayer deformations, protein-lipid
interactions, and residue distributions relative to the membrane.
In addition, coordinates from simulation snapshots and bilayer
deformations are available for download, along with parameters
for starting both CG and AT simulations.
A remaining challenge for MemProtMD is that simulations are
automatically performed on the deposited biological assembly
present in the PDB. If this is not supplied, the monomeric
asymmetric unit is prepared for simulation. In the great majority
of cases this does not present any problems. However, there
remain some instances whereby the oligomeric state of the
PDB entry is ambiguously or incorrectly annotated, e.g., Aqp0
(PDB: 3M9I) (Figure 3A). It is possible to use tools such
as PISA (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/pisa/pistart.html) to help
assess the likely biological significance of macromolecular in-
terfaces observed in a crystal structure (Krissinel and Henrick,
2007). However, this remains complex for membrane pro-
teins. In the context of MemProtMD, we can consider three
examples.
The first is that of a membrane protein monomer, which is
favorably inserted in the membrane by MemProtMD, as by the
3FB6 structure for the potassium channel KcsA (see Figure S5A).
For this PDB entry, the biological assembly is a monomer rather
than a tetramer. MemProtMD is able to flag residues that corre-
spond to the oligomerization interface, due to their unusual
exposure to the hydrophobic core of the membrane, e.g.,
Thr74 of the selectivity filter.
The second example is that of a non-biological oligomer,
which may be identified using MemProtMD by two criteria: (1) in-
dividual monomers of the oligomer adopt radically different ori-
entations relative to the bilayer; and (2) as a consequence the
bilayer is distorted. Thus Aqp0, 2B6O, for which ‘‘biological as-
sembly 1’’ in the PDB is a non-biological octamer (whereas bio-
logical assembly 2 is the tetramer), is identifiable in this manner
(see Figure S5B).
The third example is that of a non-biological oligomer, which
we might highlight by its behavior in MemProtMD but for which
we would need additional (biochemical) information to decide
on the correct oligomerization state. Thus for the 1WPG struc-
ture of SERCA, the biological assembly and asymmetric unit in
the PDB is an anti-parallel tetramer (see Figure S5C). This is iden-
tified by the previously mentioned test of ‘‘different monomers of
the oligomer adopt radically different orientations relative to the
bilayer.’’ However, the monomers in this structure are anti-paral-
lel with respect to one another, which, though unlikely, is not un-
known. Therefore, curation requires biochemical insight, i.e.,
SERCA does not adopt an anti-parallel dimeric orientation in
cell membranes.
More broadly, this is an area where simulations may be able to
provide a useful tool in the future. Simulation studies of the free
energy of membrane protein oligomerization within a bilayer
environment (Periole et al., 2012) suggest such approaches
might be productively linked with MemProtMD to help us to
decide between alternative possible oligomeric states of a pro-
tein in a membrane.
One may predict the likely future need for MemProtMD. By
extrapolation it is expected that by 2020 there will be about
2,000 unique membrane protein structures and close to 4,0001358 Structure 23, 1350–1361, July 7, 2015 ª2015 The Authorsstructures in total. Alongside a possible acceleration in
determination of membrane protein structures there will clearly
be a requirement for methods such as MemProtMD, which
allow protein structures to be linked to more complex models
of cell membrane systems (Ingolfsson et al., 2014; Koldso
et al., 2014).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Membrane Protein Identification
The amino acid sequence of each protein structure in the PDB is parsed
through a TM helix prediction algorithm, Octopus (Viklund and Elofsson,
2008) (http://octopus.cbr.su.se/). If at least one TM segment is identifiedwithin
the sequence, DSSP (Kabsch and Sander, 1983) is used to assess both the
secondary structure and accessibility of the predicted region in the protein
structure. A region is considered a true TM helix if there areR15 a-helical res-
idues, with a helix end-to-end distance ofR20 A˚. The predicted TM helices are
also defined on the basis that at least one is accessible to the membrane,
rather than hydrophobic helices buried in the core of a soluble protein
(Figure S1A).
Outer membrane proteins and related b-barrel membrane proteins are de-
tected as containing b strands that are R8 residues in length. A hydropho-
bic-accessible score was defined by combining an OMPLA hydrophobicity
scale (Moon and Fleming, 2011) and a DSSP accessibility score for each res-
idue in the strand. A b-barrel membrane protein must containR5 such hydro-
phobic b strands in close proximity to one another (Figure S1B). This filters the
number of structures extracted from the PDB from 100,000 to 2,000.
Simulation System Setup
Once identified and downloaded, a structure is checked for any non-native
subunits or insertions, e.g., antibody fragments, nanobodies, or chimeric con-
structs (Rosenbaumet al., 2007). If present, these units are removed before the
PDB-deposited biological unit is parsed through PDB2PQR to add anymissing
atoms (Dolinsky et al., 2007). If more than 10% of the total number of atoms is
absent from the structure, Modeller is used to rebuild the missing side chains
(Sali and Blundell, 1993). If the deposited structure only contains a Ca trace, or
greater than 50% of the total atoms are absent, Pulchra is used to reconstruct
the protein structure (Rotkiewicz and Skolnick, 2008). In the latter two in-
stances, PDB2PQR is subsequently used to remove any steric clashes.
The output structure is oriented using MEMEMBED (Nugent and Jones,
2013) such that the bilayer should form in the xy plane, with the TM helices
or strands lying approximately parallel to the z axis. This step also filters out
any proteins that do not have a TM region and have evaded our initial screen,
described above. The topology from the Octopus TM helix prediction is used
to orient a-helical membrane proteins so that the cytosolic regions of the pro-
tein correspond to negative z coordinates relative to the bilayer. For bacterial
outer membrane proteins, the first N-terminal residue is always assumed to be
on the periplasmic side of the membrane.
The protein structure is placed within a periodic box of varying dimensions,
at a minimum distance of 30 A˚ from the edge of the box in the x and y direc-
tions. The initial size of the box in the z direction is 80 A˚. The protein is then con-
verted to CG before dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) lipid molecules
are systematically added to the periodic box in a random orientation. The
length of the z axis is extended so that the minimum distance between the pro-
tein and all six faces of the box is 30 A˚. This allows the formation of the bilayer in
the xy plane. The system is then flooded with water particles. CG Na+ and Cl
ions are then added to a final concentration of 0.15 M to neutralize the
system.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations
CGMD simulations are run for 100 ns, using the MARTINI 2.1 force field, at
323 K to permit the initial assembly of the bilayer around the protein (Monticelli
et al., 2008). In these simulations an elastic network, between all Ca atoms
within 10 A˚, is used to harmonically restrain all Ca particles within the protein,
with a force constant of 1,000 kJ/mol. The system is then assessed to make
sure that the bilayer has suitably formed, with any lipids not in the bilayer
removed. If more than ten lipids are removed the simulation is restarted with
different initial velocities, as this suggests malformation of the lipid bilayer.
Where the bilayer has formed, the simulations are extended for a further
900 ns.
The final snapshot at 1 ms of CGMD simulation is converted back to atomic
detail by using the CG2AT-align method, described previously (Stansfeld and
Sansom, 2011).
Analysis and Output
Analyses used GROMACS tools (Hess et al., 2008), MDANALYSIS (Michaud-
Agrawal et al., 2011), and locally written code. All are performed on the final
800 ns of the CGMD simulations, when the bilayer is expected to have reached
equilibrium. Images of structures are generated using PyMOL (http://www.
pymol.org). The website is written in PHP and Javascript and is connected
to a MySQL database.
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